Abortive initiation of transcription at a hybrid promoter. An analysis of the sliding clamp activator of bacteriophage T4 late transcription, and a comparison of the sigma70 and T4 gp55 promoter recognition proteins.
Bacteriophage T4 late promoters are transcribed by an RNA polymerase holoenzyme comprising the Escherichia coli core, E, the phage gene 55-encoded promoter recognition subunit, gp55, and the gene 33-encoded co-activator, gp33. Transcriptional initiation is activated by the T4 gene 45-encoded sliding clamp, which is loaded on to DNA at enhancer-like sites by its clamp-loader. Correct initiation of transcription at late promoters in basal mode requires only RNA polymerase core and gp55 (E.gp55). Dinucleotide-primed abortive initiation of basal and activated T4 late transcription has been compared. Only the trinucleotide non-productive transcript is made at a high rate; all other short transcripts are made at rates of less than one molecule per productive transcript. Gp45 increases abortive trinucleotide synthesis along with productive transcription, although the proportion of productive transcripts is also elevated. Nevertheless, this increase accounts for only a small part of the activation of T4 late transcription that is generated by its activator and co-activator. The pattern of production of short transcripts differs subtly between basal and enhanced transcription, indicating that linking the RNA polymerase with its sliding clamp activator only generates minor changes in the transition from abortive to productive RNA chain elongation. The T4 late promoter is converted to a strong sigma70 promoter by inserting an appropriate -35 promoter element. A direct comparison at such a hybrid promoter shows sigma70 and gp55 generating qualitatively and quantitative different patterns of abortive initiation at the same start site.